
Mediaphormedia is pleased to announce we have enhanced our Ads & Coupons 
component in Marketplace. In this overview, we will go through what you can 
expect with these new features.

HOMEPAGE: 

Ads & Coupons will now display by category and appear in the right rail on your 
Marketplace site. This new addition lists three active, rotating ads & coupons and can be 
viewed on almost all pages throughout the site.  (See Figure 1.1)

If a market has no ads at all, the right rail ad rotator will not display. If there are ads for 
the market, it will ONLY display ads for this market

Fig 1.1

By clicking on the “More Ads & Coupons” link beneath the rotating right rail, the 
consumer will be linked to your main Ads & Coupons page.  Here they can select to view 
all coupons or view by category.

ADS & COUPONS, MAIN PAGE:



This page is where your consumers can browse through coupons via category, by 
business name using the alpha menu, or by clicking directly to the businesses list of 
active ads page.

Figure 1.2

Alpha Menu: Letters/numbers correspond with the business name that the ad relates to. 
For example, the following letters and numbers are used to find a business by clicking 
on the letter the business starts with, not by the title of the ad or coupon.

On this page, consumers also have the ability to subscribe to all coupons on your 
Marketplace site by clicking on the “Subscribe to coupons” link.  

Once a consumer clicks on a category like “Food & Dining,” they have the option to view 
and subscribe to just that category (see below). 

Another addition is that ads are grouped together by business name if they occur in 
sequence.  Letʼs say Wendyʼs of Lawrence has just added 13 new coupons to their 
business, all set to be active during the same time.  Instead of having all 13 ads display 
one after the other, the ads are grouped together.  You can also see that a button is 
added that says, “See all ads (number)” next to the business name.  Example:



You'll also notice start, end and posted dates for each ad. (See Figure 1.4) If only a start 
date is applied the ad will read “Posted <start_date>”. If both a start and end date are 
applied, the ad will display “Valid <start_date> - <end_date>”. If neither are applied, 
because the ad or coupon does not expire, then no dates will be displayed. (See Figure 
1.2)

ADS & COUPONS, CATEGORY PAGES

Category pages function and act similarly to the Ads & Coupons Main Page. The main 
difference on these pages are that only ads pertaining to the corresponding category 
display.  For example, if you are on the food and dining ad category page, only food and 
dining ads will display. (See Figure 1.3)

Figure 1.3

 



Also note, that the RSS feeds correspond with the ad category the user is currently 
viewing. In the above instance, when the consumer clicks on “Subscribe to coupons” 
they will have subscribed to only food and dining coupons. With this new feature, 
consumers can choose to receive:

1) All marketplace ads and coupons

2) Ads and coupons by specific category

3) Ads and coupons for a specific busines

ADS & COUPONS, MANAGE OR ADD ADS FORM

A few additions and changes have been made to simplify the way the manage or add an 
ad form functions. To avoid confusion as to what should be added to the headline field, 
the business name is now automatically hard coded above the headline box.   

Figure 1.4



Also note, that we have added help text to assist the business in how to format the 
headline, start date and expiration date.

In order for the ad or coupon to appear in the rotating right rail, you must check the 
“Coupon?” box.  In order for the ad/coupon to appear as the primary image on the 
business listing profile, you must check the “Primary?” box.  (See Figure 1.5)

Figure 1.5

 

BUSINESS PROFILE PAGE, PRIMARY ADS CHANGES

To stay consistent with the way ads are displayed, primary ads on business detail pages 
have the new look added to it. (See Figure 1.6)

Figure 1.6

CATEGORY PAGES, RIGHT RAIL

Another great addition the new ads/coupons interface is the addition of category specfic 
ads & coupons to category detail pages.  For example, let's say that you are on Food 



and Dining category page. You'll notice a list of ads in the right rail that coincide with the 
Food and Dining category (see Fig 1.7)  

Figure 1.7

Q & A

IN WHAT SEQUENCE ARE ADS DISPLAYED ON THE AD CATEGORY AND TOP 
LEVEL AD PAGES?

Ads & Coupons are displayed by whether or not they are active and then by creation 
date.  For example, letʼs say youʼve just added a new coupon thatʼs set to start next 
week and end in a month.  This means the coupon will NOT display in the rotating right 
rail ad until the start day begins.  

ARE THE ADS AND COUPONS IN THE RIGHT RAIL AD ROTATOR DISPLAYED 
RANDOMLY?



Yes, these ads are randomly generated. On each refresh of the page, new ads display 
keeping fresh content and giving all businesses the opportunity to display their ads in the 
right rail.

ON THE NEW ADS PAGES, IT KEEPS TELLING ME THAT I HAVE 3 ADS FOR MY 
BUSINESS. WHEN I CLICK ON THE LINK, IT DISPLAYS 10, SOME OF WHICH ARE 
NOT ACTIVE. WHY IS THIS HAPPENING?

Logged in users see all ads, including those that havenʼt been activated.  The end user 
will only see the active ads.  To avoid confusion, make sure your business partners know 
they will see a different view than end users when they are logged in. 

WHEN SELECTING AN EXPIRATION DATE FOR MY COUPON OR AD, WHAT TIME 
DO THEY EXPIRE?

The expiration date will deactivate an ad or coupon at 11:59pm on the given date you 
selected.  For example, if you set a coupon to expire on September 18th, that add will 
expire at 11:59 pm on September 18th.

HOW DO THESE CHANGES RELATE TO MY MULTI-MARKET SITE?

All changes are created to be market specific. For example. if the user has selected 
specific market and comes to these pages, the results will only be displayed for the 
related market.

HOW MANY ADS ARE PULLED INTO THE RSS FEED ON INITIAL SUBSCRIPTION?

Only 30 ads will be pulled in at a time. After that, ads will be pulled in as they get created 
and activated into the system.


